
Before we get started, 

have a look through the 

sample papers on the 

tables to get an idea of the 

kind of questions pupils 

will need to answer.



• English reading Paper 1: combined reading prompt 

and answer booklet

• English reading Paper 2: reading booklet and 

reading answer booklet

• English grammar, punctuation and spelling Paper 

1: spelling

• English grammar, punctuation and spelling Paper 

2: questions

• Mathematics Paper 1: arithmetic

• Mathematics Paper 2: reasoning

There won’t be any test-based assessment of 

writing as part of the KS1 tests. This will be done 

through teacher assessment.



READING



Reading
 The reading test has an emphasis on the 

comprehension elements of the new curriculum.

 Paper 1 consists of a combined reading prompt and 
answer booklet. It is expected that the test will take 
approximately 30 minutes to complete but it is not 
strictly timed. 

 Paper 2 consists of a reading answer booklet and a 
separate reading booklet. It is expected that the test 
will take approximately 40 minutes to complete but 
it is not strictly timed.

 Most questions based around retrieval and inference.



Types of Questions
 Retrieval:

 What does the queen ant do?

 What joins the rooms in an ant nest together?

 Find and copy two places you might see ants. 

 Number the sentences below from 1 to 4 to show the order they 
happen in the story. 

 Inference:
 How do you know that Frog was excited? 

 How can you tell that it was late when Monster and Frog woke 
up? 

 Why was the blackbird’s wife sad? 







MATHS



 Paper 1: arithmetic assesses pupils’ confidence and 
mathematical fluency with whole numbers, place-
value and counting.

20 minutes to complete but it is not strictly timed.

 Paper 2: reasoning assesses pupils’ mathematical 
fluency, problem solving and reasoning skills. The 
paper includes a practice question and 5 aural 
questions. After the aural questions, the time for 
the remainder of the paper should be 
approximately 30 minutes.

35 minutes to complete but it is not strictly timed.

Maths



Paper 1 – Questions Types



Paper 1 – Questions Types



 Assesses pupils’ 
mathematical fluency, 
problem solving and 
reasoning skills. The paper 
includes a practice 
question and 5 aural 
questions.

Paper 2 – Questions Types



Paper 2 – Questions Types
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 Teacher assessment - at least 5 examples of a child's 
writing are used as evidence across a range of different 
genres.

 We collect writing evidence from January – so writing the 
children are doing over the coming months will count 
towards their eventual assessment.

 Teacher assessment is not a ‘snapshot’ like tests and is 
therefore more reliable.

What does teacher assessment involve 
and is it different from testing?



Assessment
Frameworks







Working

towards



Working 

at



Working 

at 

greater

depth



SATs WEEK
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When do these tests happen?

The tests will be taken during the month 
of May. 

Children must try their very best to be in 
school, rest well, eat a good breakfast. 



How is SATs week organised?
 No big build up like in Year 6, just another normal week.

 Tests are completed in classrooms, with any displays that may 
help covered over.

 Children are divided into groups for test administration to 
ensure they are properly supported and feel secure.

 In the reading test, children must read the text and questions 
by themselves, but MAY have help recording their answers, if 
this is done in a normal classroom situation.

 In maths and grammar, teachers can read questions to any 
child who asks, some children will have the whole paper read 
to them, on a one to one or small group basis.



How to help your child with reading
• Focus on developing an enjoyment and love of reading.

• Enjoy stories together – reading stories to your child is equally as important as listening to your 

child read.

• Read a little at a time but often, rather than rarely but for long periods of time!

• Talk about the story before, during and afterwards – discuss the plot, the characters, their 

feelings and actions, how it makes you feel, predict what will happen and encourage your child to 

have their own opinions.(READING JOURNALS)

• All reading is valuable – it doesn’t have to be just stories. Reading can involve anything from 

fiction and non-fiction, poetry, newspapers, magazines, football programmes, TV guides.



How to help your child with maths
• Play times tables games.

• Play mental maths games including counting in different amounts, forwards and backwards (2, 3, 

5 and 10 especially).

• Encourage opportunities for telling the time.

• Encourage opportunities for counting coins and money e.g. finding amounts or calculating change 

when shopping.

• Look for numbers on street signs, car registrations and anywhere else.

• Look for examples of 2D and 3D shapes around the home.

• Identify, weigh or measure quantities and amounts in the kitchen or in recipes.

• Play games involving numbers or logic, such as dominoes,

card games, draughts or chess.



How to help your child with writing
• Practise spelling lists – make it fun!

• Encourage opportunities for writing, such as letters to family or friends, shopping lists, notes or 

reminders, stories or poems.

• Write together – be a good role model for writing.

• Encourage use of a dictionary to check spelling.

• Allow your child to use a computer for word processing, which will allow for editing and 

correcting of errors without lots of crossing out.

• Remember that good readers become good writers! Identify good writing features when reading 

(e.g. vocabulary, sentence structure, punctuation).

• Show your appreciation: praise and encourage, even

for small successes!



Homework 

Times Tables 

Reading 

Bug Club 

My Maths 

Revision Packs for maths 

Comprehensions to try at home 



CGP books – Amazon, Whsmiths – must 

be KS1 (Key Stage 1)  


